The virtual roadmap to your school’s student experience

At Suitable, we make mobile-first student success software that helps schools increase student engagement outside the classroom, track and assess experiential learning, and help all students tell their unique story.

Suitable is trusted by these leading institutions

---

Our 20/60/20 Rule

While working in higher education, Mark Visco Jr. discovered that student engagement efforts at the university level are broken. Available legacy technology is only built to reach the 20% of students who are already engaged outside the classroom. This approach neglects the middle 60% of students who can be influenced to engage with intentional, personalized support. Suitable was built to address this middle 60%, thus improving engagement, retention and success for more students.
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Integrations

- Learning Management System
- Student Information System
- Qualtrics
- Calendar

Core Features

- Gamified Involvement & Achievement
- Real-Time, In-App Notifications
- Event / Service Hour Tracking & Reflection
- Experiential Learning Records
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If you have any questions please contact us at sean@suitable.co